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Editorial
The Atlantic Area Cooperation Programme, which I
chair the Managing Authority since June, has made
significant progress in the last months
The description of the Management and Control
System has received the European Commission’s
compliance on September 24 and the first claim,
sent by the Certifying Authority to the EC under the
due deadline, has been accepted.

Ana Teresa Lehmann,
Managing Authority

Two calls for proposals were launched. The first is
already completed, projects are being implemented,
and the second one is about to finish the selection
phase.

The approval of projects should allow to meet the
Programme’s strategies and its implementation in
the best conditions. They are priority and demanding tasks.
In addition, it is necessary to contribute to a strategy after 2013, able to meet the challenges
launched by the Atlantic cooperation area, in particular to advance the main goals of European cohesion and maritime policies.
But be warned, the success of what we propose will
only be possible with a real joint effort among the
Programme, Member States, organizations and
other regional actors.

This is the opportunity for all those who contributed
to the Programme’s implementation to celebrate
the achievements reached until now.
It is also time to look at aspects which are currently
the greatest challenges that will be critical to the
future results of the Programme and to further cooperation within the Atlantic Area.
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The Atlantic Area Transnational
Cooperation Programme 20072013 launched its second Call
for Projects between April 6th
and June 7th 2009.
Within this second call for proposal, 78 applications were
received, from the 5 Members
States participating on the Atlantic Area Programme. The
applications were submitted
across all priorities defined
within this Programme, focused
on Innovation, Environment,
Accessibility and Sustainable
Urban Development.

(14 projects), ,Ireland (10 projects)
and United Kingdom (9 projects).
41 projects have been received
under the priority 1, 22 projects
under the priority 2, 1 project under the priority 3 and 14 projects
under the priority 4, which represent a total ERDF’s request of
more than € 99,300,000.

Projects Distribution by priorities

These applications consisted of
576 partners and 88 associated
partners. The Lead Partners by
country are Spain (29 projects),
Portugal (16 projects), France
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An amount of € 26,000,000 of
ERDF is available for this call for
projects. Applications are now
under the selection process. The
next Monitoring Committee
meeting, 23-24 November in
Santiago de Compostela, will
approve the projects for this
call. Results will be available at
the end of the year.

Applications 2nd Call for Projects - Overview
Newsletter 3 | November 2009

Priority 1 Promote transnational entrepreneurial and innovation networks
PRIORITY 1 - KEY FIGURES

46, 10%
Total FEDER
requested

Priority 2 Protect, secure & enhance the marine and coastal environment sustainability

PRIORITY 2 - KEY FIGURES

38, 78%
Total FEDER
requested

Priority 3 Improve accessibility and internal links
PRIORITY 3 - KEY FIGURES

0,21%
Total FEDER
requested

Priority 4 Promote transnational synergies in sustainable urban and regional development

PRIORITY 4 - KEY FIGURES

14,91%
Total FEDER
requested
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Priority 1
ATLANT-KIS - Kick off meeting
The kick off meeting of the European project ATLANT KIS

The entities involved in this project are: The Innovation

“Platform of knowledge intensive services for innovation and

Agency of Britain (France), the Innovation and Enterprises

Technology and Knowledge transfer” was held last 21st and

Counselling of the Xunta de Galicia (Spain), the Innovation
Agency of Portugal, the Devon and Cornwall Business Council

nd

22 July in Pamplona ( Spain).
The overall goal of the project is to enhance the knowledge
and technology transfer and innovation processes on SMEs
through the promotion and co-operation of knowledge Intensive Services (KIS) at the Atlantic Area.
The leader of this project is the Department of Innovation, Enterprise and Employment of the Government of Navarre and
the partnership is composed by eight European partners from
the five Atlantic Area countries: Spain, Portugal, France, United
Kingdom and Ireland.

(United Kingdom), the Southern & Eastern Regional Assembly
(Ireland), the Business and Innovation Center WESTBIC
(Ireland) and the Border Midland and Western Regional Assembly (Ireland).
Representatives from the eight partner entities attended this
meeting, whose objective was to launch the execution of the
activities referred in the
project for the next 30
months.

“...enhance the Knowledge and Technology Transfer and innovation processes on
SMEs through the promotion and co-operation of Knowledge Intensive Services (KIS)
at the Atlantic Area. “

NEA 2 - The 2009 Atlantic Watersports Games in Viana do Castelo, North Portugal
The Atlantic Watersports Games,

als (13 each). The winner was based on the number of silver

1st to 6th August in Viana do Cas-

medals won by each. The quality of competitors was excep-

telo, North Portugal, were a great

tional this year; national and international champions raised

success, with around 320 athletes

the game with a high level of competition. We saw world

and high level competition. Organised by Intercéltica, an NEA 2

champions in diving and in sea rowing, European champions in

partner and the city of Viana do Castelo, the 2009 Atlantic Wa-

surfing and bodyboarding, national champions in junior Olym-

tersports Games was co-funded and supported by Valimar, also

pic rowing, Optimist, 2.4, and Laser dinghy sailing, as well as

an NEA2 partner, the Metropolitan Area of Oporto, associate

the national Irish Kayak Polo team. The 2010 Atlantic Wa-

NEA 2 partner, the Watersports Clubs of Viana do Castelo and

tersports Games will be hosted by Galicia, world-renouned for

the National Portuguese Federations of Watersports. This year,

its fine boat rowing. No doubt the current progress of the At-

a guest region, Catalunya, won the Atlantic Watersports Games.

lantic Watersports Games will keep increasing, on the organisa-

North Portugal reached second the place, followed by Brittany

tion quality or on the level of the participating sports teams.

who came third. The Competition was tight with the three

The results and photos of the Games are available on the Inter-

teams on the podium

celtic and Atlantic Watersports Games International Committee

winning

website: www.jniea.eu.

the

same

www.nea2.eu

number of gold med-

“...develop a cutting-edge water-sports sector within the AA (…) by delivering: economic innovation and performance, protection and development of the environment,
quality of life and social cohesion.”
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Priority 2
REINFFORCE - Project first steps
During the kick off event of the
project and in parallel to it, the
EFIAtlantic was officially present
to the public. EFIAtlantic is one of
the current 3 Regional Offices that the European Forest Institute (EFI) has recently established across Europe. EFIAtlantic
will provide services in the European Atlantic Area, including
Portugal, Atlantic Spain and France, United Kingdom and Ireland. A total of 55 persons coming from several European countries were presented at this event in Burdeaux (France).
REINFFORCE project is a good beginning for the synergies of
EFIAtlantic and IEFC, since the project geographical scope is
covering a big share of the
Altantic Area of Europe and
the thematic scope of adaptation to climate change is a
main issue for both organizations.
After this initial event the activities of the project has focused in
defining the structure and integrands of the different working

groups and the setting of the working program for the different activities and working groups.
Good progress have been realized in the some of the components of the infrastructure on adaptation of forest trees to
climate change in the Altantic European Area. For example the
first steps of a long term trials of forest trees have been done,
it is planning that during the year 2010, data collected from
Portugal, Spain, France and United Kingdom will be access by
an on-line application. Other works have focused in the selection of the species that will be part of a arboreta network with
a total of 33 units along the European Atlantic Area, from Portugal to Scotland; a total of 35 species have been selected for
this network. During the coming month December 2009 the
final seed provenances for these 35 species will be decide.
Early March this year a webpage for the Project REINFFORCE
has been launched, this communication platform has an open extranet facility reachable to all the
public and a intranet part just for
the use of the project members.

“… to face a transnational issue that is adaptation to climate change
impacts on Atlantic forests.”

http://reinfforce.iefc.net

BIOTECMAR - International Biotecmar Marine Biotechnology Conference
One major achievement of 2009 has
been the organisation of a Marine Biotechnology Conference (1st-3rd Sept
2009) at the marine Biology Station of
Concarneau (France) by Biotecmar partners Muséum National
d’Histoire Naturelle, UEB®-UBO (Université de Bretagne Occidentale) and Technopole Quimper-Cornouaille.
On 1st and 2nd of September, the event consisted of two days of
oral communications organised in 5 sessions : Marine biodiversity: systematic, evolution and genomics; Marine natural subThe Network Biotecmar, available in stances - enzymes; Cell
the website, is addressed to any peo- cultures of marine organple interested in the biotechnological isms; Toxicity - Foulingvalorization of the marine products Antifouling; Marine bioand by-products. Its purposes to sup- masses up-grading.
port exchanges between companies The third day was entirely
and R& D laboratories.
devoted to a roundtable
After free online registration, you be- focused on “Marine Biocome member of the Biotecmar network. You will have access to the NETwww.biotecmar.eu
WORK part and will be able to receive
the Biotecmar newsletter by e-mail.
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technologies: Our companies at the international level?”
Marine biotechnologies appeared more than 20 years
ago opening new research fields. Identification of new
microorganisms and purification of new molecules
emerged. Nowadays industries are using those techniques for processing marine biomass into compounds
for food, nutrition, cosmetics and therapeutic.
This roundtable, organised in collaboration with international experts from Japan, Norway, Denmark and France,
gave opportunities to discuss on scientific advances and
new markets, through two main topics: International
panorama of marine biotechnologies and technological
issues, Marine by-products value chains for high value
molecules. 92 persons attended the roundtable.

News about projects
Newsletter 3 | November 2009

Priority 3
DURATINET - Workshops and meetings
Since the project start on 1st January 09
two consortium meetings and two Transnational Workshops were organised. The
first Workshop took place in Lisbon at
LNEC, on 20-21 February 09. The second Workshop was in Belfast
hosted by the Queen´s University on 21-22 of June 09. During the
meetings in Belfast a technical visit to a bridge waiting repairing
was also organized. On the two Transnational Workshops several
infrastructure administrations from Portugal and from Ireland respectively were invited to participate in these two events. Around
100 participants, from the several areas of activity related with
transport infrastructure service life management and maintenance, have given their contribution to the debate promoted during the workshops and some of them
give an active contribution by presenting their expertise and reporting the
most relevant technical information
needs in the field of different thematic
involved in the DURATINET project.
From the discussion promoted during
these meetings we understand better
the most relevant questions of administrations and other end-users related
with the main objectives of the project

which is very important to adequate the project end products
to their expectation.
The Next duratiNet consorAs it concerns to project di- tium and steering committee
vulgation and dissemination meetings and the 3rd Transactions different type of in- national Workshop will take
formation according the pro- place on 22 and 23 of Januject plan have been devel- ary at Bordeaux, and will be
oped. The preliminary ver- organized by the project
sions of technical documents leader and the local project
have already been prepared partner- Ghymac from Borfor internal work and pro- deaux University. The workgress in the project activities. shop program and the invitaThe Duratinet webplatform tion to all infrastructures
was created only for internal administrations and institucommunication
between tions, enterprises, technipartners to exchange ideas cians interested in the proand the progress on the tech- ject thematic and the online
nical development in the pro- registration can be made or
ject. For external project di- downloading from the provulgation the project website ject website.
was constructed and is online
in the 4 official idioms in the
www.duratinet.org
project.

Priority 4
Know Cities - Attractive and Cohesive Cities
The "Know Cities. Knowledge Cities in
the Atlantic Space" celebrated its launching seminar on 7 and 8 May 2009 in San
Sebastian.
At this first meeting, 21 representatives of the 17 project partner
institutions from France, United Kingdom, Ireland, Portugal and
Spain.

Space", the whole partnership will develop an innovative methodology that promotes, encourages and facilitates access to
knowledge economy, linked to sustainable urban development.
Among the final products to be achieved, there are a quality
model of sustainable knowledge cities, a technology platform for
knowledge management, a transnational communication platform and an urban coaching-mentoring model.

The purpose of this meeting was the mutual understanding of work
teams and detailed presentation of the project, its objectives, performance schedule, structure and internal organization of work.
Through the project "Know Cities. Knowledge Cities in the Atlantic
“...achieve cooperation on transnational issues related to common urban development as a factor of attraction and marketing in urban Atlantic Cities medium
size”

Texts and pictures regarding the description of the projects’ activities are under their responsibility
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Practical Information
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National Correspondents Information
UK Contact Point participated in some
events to present the AA Programme:
- SW England presentation on AA for
SWRDA
- Wigan at the North West Regional European Partnership Practitioners Group
- Manchester in the European Showcase
Day

UK Northern Ireland SEUPB organized
also the conference “Making European
Cooperation a reality” in Belfast
Exeter on December, UK Contact Point
will present the Programme during a days
workshop
on
the
theme
of Mitigation and Adaptation to Climate
Change.

The French National Correspondent
held 2 meetings in Rennes and Bordeaux, in November , regarding issues
related with first level control of the
projects expenditures.

Monitoring Committee Presidency
The “Ministerio de Economia y Hacienda: Dirección General de Fondos Comunitarios”
on behalf of the ES chaired the Atlantic Area Programme during this important year of
2009 with the launch of the second Call celebrated with a Seminar in Madrid, and the
start of first 24 projects approved. The Managing Authority and the Joint Technical Secretariat warmly thanks all the representatives for their contributions.
Looking ahead to 2010, France will chair the Programme. Projects approved under the
second call for projects will start , projects approved in the first round will present their
first execution report and first payments will be made.

2nd Call for Proposals launching Seminar
2 April 2009, Madrid

Events Calendar
23rd -24th November 2009, Santiago de Compostela (Spain): Programme Monitoring Committee Meeting
25th November 2009, Santiago de Compostela (Spain): Seminar “Planning and management of EU Funds”, Eixo Atlântico do Noroeste Peninsular: www.eixoatlantico.com
3rd December 2009, Caen (France): Seminar “INTERREG IV”, Région Basse Normandie, www.region-basse-normandie.fr

What’s new?

The communication platform is
under restructuration:

• Change of the Management Authority Presidency, Ana
Teresa Lehmann is the new President

We are remodelling our platform, with
a new graphic design and a more userfriendly structure. The new version will
be available soon.

• European Maritime Day 2010 in Gijon
• Selection of projects submitted on the 2nd Call

Those and other news are available in the website

www.coop-atlantico.com
Contact us:
Post Office Address:

Premises:

Rua Rainha D. Estefânia, 251

Rua do Campo Alegre, 276 - 2ºFloor Right

4150 - 304 Porto, Portugal

Porto, Portugal

Phone: 00351 226 086 300

Email JTS: atlantico.stc@ccdr-n.pt
Email MA: atlantico.ag@ccdr-n.pt

The Managing Authority and the Joint Technical Secretariat whish you a Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year 2010!
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